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Abstract

This ToolBook is a user friendly computer application intended to provide both faculty and student a comprehensive, yet dynamic, historical case analysis of the Battle of Britain. It innovatively integrates graphic descriptions of the battle, the personalities and technologies involved in the battle, as well as lessons learned with various ACSC course concepts taught throughout the year. As such, it is geared to be used piecemeal as students progress through the ACSC curriculum and should prove to be a valuable training aid.
BATTLE OF BRITAIN TOOLBOOK (ACSC/DEA/019B/95-05)

Overview and Objectives

The Battle of Britain ToolBook features innovation, ACSC curriculum integration, varied sources, and compelling graphic presentation. First, we provide the ACSC faculty with a tool for teaching the facts of the Battle. Secondly, we incorporate various ACSC course concepts throughout the entire ToolBook. Finally, we present a user-friendly computer product complete with vivid animation. These areas will be discussed in turn. Thereafter, production topics are addressed.

The ToolBook is intended for use by the ACSC faculty and students. The scope of the work is a concise integrated description of the Battle of Britain and subsequent application of the lessons learned therein. It addresses a number of areas. Consequently, it is not intended to be digested in one sitting. Although intended as a complete educational package, it is separated into distinct component parts. The ToolBook will help the faculty and facilitate the learning process in two ways. First, as noted, it provides a factual background on the Battle which may be used for case study purposes. Secondly, and unlike other ToolBooks used in class to date, it actually contains sections which incorporate ACSC concepts from courses such as War Theory, Command and Leadership, and The Air Campaign. Here, the body of knowledge is expanded. The integration is the innovation. A complete educational tool from factual background, to course integration and application, to discussion materials is included. Thus, although the ToolBook is large,
it is geared to piecemeal use as the students progress through the ACSC curriculum. The factual description of the Battle is the first component part.
**ToolBook Description**

The factual statement of the Battle is set forth in sections 2.1 through 7.3. Organizationally, the status of both sides prior to the Battle is addressed first in Section 2. This section includes important information about the posture of both sides as the Battle of France drew to a close. Maps with graphic animation, accompanied by narrative text, describe the three phases of the 1940 German advance to the French coast. Such topics as the Dunkirk evacuation and German force status at the close of the campaign are addressed because they provide many contextual and operational art elements which effected the Battle. Next, in Section 3, the leaders of both sides are addressed. The purpose for this section is twofold. First, as with Prebattle Status, the thoughts and interaction of these leaders provide many contextual elements which effected the Battle. The planning of Operation Sea Lion with its attendant political and logistics elements is an example. Secondly, the brief biography provided on the leaders triggers many connections, both positive and negative, with the leadership attributes taught in Command and Leadership. Vision, moral courage, and motivation of subordinates are examples here. Section 4 provides the statistics on the aircraft involved in this famous air battle. This section should catch the operator's eye and educate those less familiar with aircraft dimension and capabilities. Further, when advantages and faults of various aircraft are mentioned throughout the analysis, this section serves as a ready reference. Section 5 is a presentation of some of the pilots who fought in the Battle. The goals here are three. First, as in Section 3, short biographies are presented which highlight leadership attributes taught in Command and Leadership. Physical courage, moral courage, and empowerment
are but three examples. Second, the biographies make the ToolBook interesting by personalizing those who fought in the Battle. Here we avoid the dry description of tactics alone and let the reader get a feel for the personalities involved in the conflict. Third, we incorporate the significant contribution of non-British pilots who flew with the RAF in Section 5.3.

Section 6 is the Battle proper. Organizationally, it is separated into the phases of attack used by the Germans. Section 6.1 provides an introduction and overview of the phases. Also, the reader may go to each phase directly from Section 6.1, or from the Table of Contents. Section 6.2 describes the attacks on targets in and around the English Channel. Like all subsections in Section 6, there is a map of the theater. The German attack is presented in graphic animation with the opportunity for the reader to call up a narrative description of the Battle phase and tactics employed. This combination of two media, narrative and animated graphics, make the attack specifics clear. Section 6.3 deals with the heart of the Battle, the Luftwaffe attacks on RAF airfields and radar sites. Again, there is a theater map with animated graphics depicting the German battle plan and accompanying narrative. However, in this most crucial stage of the Battle, there is further information on demand. Specifically, two critical days are presented, Eagle Day and Black Thursday. Here the reader has available call up capability for a map depicting each attack with animation as well as a narrative description of each day's engagements. Section 6.4 concludes the Battle section with a description of the fateful German switch to attacks on London. Again, an animated map and narrative set out the attacks. The factual section of the ToolBook is rounded out with Section 7, a look at technological innovation at play in the Battle. This section is broken down into three parts. They address radar, ULTRA,
and the British command and control system. As with Sections 2, 3, and 6, Section 7 is rich with contextual and operational art elements which had an effect on the Battle. The remaining component parts move into the area of ACSC course concept integration.

The first instance of specific ACSC course integration is Section 8. This section integrates aspects of the War Theory course. Specifically, three air power theorists are presented. Organizationally, the subsections are broken down by theorist; Douhet, Mitchell, and Trenchard respectively. Within each subsection, there is an introductory page which sets out those aspects of the theorist's thought applicable to the Battle. As each aspect is mentioned, the area name is set up in hotword format. For example, Douhet's views on strategic bombardment, air defense, and bombing of population centers are all set up as hotwords in the Douhet introductory text. The reader calls up the information by area. Thereunder is a brief description of the theorist's views in the area followed by application questions which apply the views just summarized to specific tactics or points in the Battle. The application questions serve two purposes. First, they help the reader critically analyze the Battle. Secondly, the questions also crystallize an understanding of the theorist's views. This section serves as another component part of the ToolBook. It may be used in conjunction with the War Theory course, but is not necessary to understand the Battle for case study purposes.

The next instance of specific ACSC course integration is Section 9.1. Specifically, various lessons learned from the Battle are categorized by the individual contextual and operational art elements as taught in War Theory and The Air Campaign courses of instruction. Of course, these lessons are not exhaustive, nor are the contextual and operational art elements listed. Nevertheless, this organization helps the reader to think in
terms of the elements critical to thorough case study analysis. Further, the organization
also helps the reader hone a portion of the critical analysis skills necessary to complete the
War Theory exam. The designation of certain lessons under certain element headings is
subjective to a degree, however, each is supported by the facts and based in part on the
instruction received during The Air Campaign course. A final organizational point -
Section 9.1 is set up to emphasize historical lessons learned from the Battle of Britain.
This should be compared to Section 9.2, addressed below, which treats lessons drawn
from the Battle which lend themselves to future application.

Section 9.2 is broken down according to the works of two authors, one American
and one British. These authors look back to the Battle of Britain to determine how
lessons therefrom have future application. The British author, Group Captain A.G.B.
Vallance, addresses British national defense policy in the post Cold War era. Colonel John
Warden, the American author, applies lessons from the Battle to illustrate his ideas
regarding the air campaign of the future. Both works move the reader to future thought
regarding lessons from the Battle. However, Colonel Warden's work particularly
addresses concepts taught in the Strategic Structures course and illustrates same by use of
particulars from the Battle. Examples here include centers of gravity, measures of merit,
and the command and leadership category within the five ring analysis.
Methodology and Procedures

Regarding data compilation, the ToolBook is drawn from 66 sources. These book, periodical, and lecture sources represent a broad spectrum of thought on the Battle. The British and German perspectives are well represented. After-the-fact critical analysis is also included. Broad secondary sources are included. Moreover, primary source material from those involved in the Battle and from the works of the theorists is included. For example, Section 8, which deals with the theorists, is well documented with primary source accounts of each theorist’s views. The same section also contains critical assessments of contemporary writers in the area such as Dr. Bernard Brodie. Further, although some areas such as the application questions in Section 8 are somewhat subjective, they are well drawn from the facts of the Battle and the writings of the theorists.

Precise source links are made not just to the analytical part of the ToolBook, but to the factual description of the Battle as well. Here, the citation method used combines DST direction with the ACSC Style Guide for research papers. For each citation, the reader is provided a hotword with the source citation from the bibliography accompanied by an exact page. The hotword takes the reader to one of five bibliography pages which contains the cited source. This system was coordinated with both DR (LTC Stepko) and DST (LTC Novak) prior to ToolBook completion. We recommend this system be adopted as standard format for ToolBook citation in the future because it specifically identifies the citation source. The system reduces the duplication attendant to creation of both a bibliography and end note pages in the ToolBook application. As to photographs used
and copyright implications, copyright approval requests have been sent and are pending.  
As a backup, should any requests be denied, we contacted the Imperial War Museum in 
England.  There, a contact engaged in three days research to develop a list of 44 reference 
photos to replace any images that are not approved.  The list of references and point of 
contact are filed with Ms. Hall.  The photos, accompanied by copyright release, may be 
purchased for approximately five dollars apiece.
Technological Comments

As to the technical effort, an omission is first addressed. As a group, we decided to forego AVI (video) use in the ToolBook. First, use of this technology consumes incredible space. In fact, during the course of the year, certain ToolBooks provided the students AVI capability, which was inoperable due to this problem. Second, given our subject matter, and after reviewing the movie, "The Battle of Britain," we believed video would add no more than another bell and whistle to the product. We made a conscious effort to steer clear of such additions put in for their own sake alone. As to the remainder of the technical effort, more than 450 hours were spent creating, changing, and editing the ToolBook on the technical side alone. All images were scanned in using Adobe Photoshop, and resized and recolored using Paint Shop Pro. Final graphics were captured and cut using Windows Paintbrush. Here, we reduced the size of the ToolBook by decreasing colors, even in grayscale. Graphics were created by drawing a picture in Power Point, pasting the picture to the ToolBook, and writing a script of instructions which controls the actions of the graphic. All maps were created by drawing them in Power Point complete with labels, then capturing them as bitmaps and posting them to the ToolBook. All actions are script driven, requiring approximately 500 separate scripts. This ToolBook can be saved to one 1.44 megabyte disk using PK Zip, after saving the ToolBook as an executable.
Summary

In summary, this ToolBook is a user-friendly entertaining computer application. As discussed above, battle sequences in this work compare with any of those currently assigned by ACSC. The animated presentation allows the reader to visualize the execution of the battle plan as it takes place. The product is user friendly because it is set up in a logically organized format from battle progression to practical application. To ensure the reader remains on track, the program is set up to return to the table of contents as a road map at the completion of each section. Further, the product is innovative because it moves well beyond the standard battle ToolBook. The standard ToolBook describes the battle, plain and simple. There is no additional analysis implicit nor explicit. Moreover, there is no overt attempt at ACSC course integration. The integration sets this ToolBook apart. There is both explicit and implicit course integration. Moreover, the component parts of the explicit integration, the theorists (War Theory) and the battle lessons (The Air Campaign) stand on their own as component parts of the overall ToolBook. Simply, the ToolBook presses the reader to independent thought and analysis rather than fact recitation alone.
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